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About us

Research and Technology Transfer

The German-Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research (GCCIR) is a
multilateral initiative for the development of German–Canadian, and
since 2018, broader European-Canadian research and business relations.
Based in Edmonton, Alberta and located in the TEC Edmonton Business
Accelerator, the GCCIR provides support for the exchange of information,
development of networks, and the establishment and cultivation of
collaborative partnerships in academia, business, and industry. In addition
to multiple academic partnerships, the GCCIR works with the Albertan
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade to administer the AlbertaEurope Technology Collaboration Fund, aimed at facilitating and supporting
joint, innovative technology development projects between Albertan and
European SMEs.

The ultimate goal of the GCCIR is to encourage and facilitate mobility and the
transfer of knowledge and technology between Canada and Europe. As part
of this goal, the GCCIR organizes events and symposia in Canada to support
and initiate not only a cultural exchange between Canada and Europe, but
also a transfer of research and technology expertise that benefits both
jurisdictions. Examples of previous GCCIR activities include the hosting of
and supplementary creation and gathering of exhibition materials for the
“Canada and Germany: Partners from Immigration to Innovation” exhibit
(which was curated by the German Embassy in Ottawa on the occassion of
Canada’s 150 anniversary), the organization of specialized symposia around
the topics of E-Health (2016) and Applications of Artificial Intelligence
(2018), as well as the organization of an annual Alumni Networking Event
for Alexander von Humboldt research fellows in Alberta.

Health

Clean Energy

Nanotechnology

Services
The GCCIR offers a variety of services that facilitate early collaboration
and joint innovation between Canada and Europe in science and business.
Companies and research organisations can obtain support in the following
areas:

Engineering

Biotechnology
Information Technology
“Canada and Europe stand for outstanding success in science, research,
and development. Researchers and business representatives from both
jurisdictions can consider the Centre a platform for reaching North America
or the European Union.”
Bernd Reuscher, Founder and President of the GCCIR and Honorary Consul
Emeritus for the Federal Republic of Germany in Canada
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•

Acquiring market information and details on research capacities

•

Identifying potential business partners

•

Establishing contact with enterprises and scientific organisations

•

Facilitating intercultural communication

•

Establishing and supporting bilateral projects and long-term research
relationships

•

Facilitating contacts for introducing products and services to the 		
market

•

Funding opportunities
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Alberta-Europe Technology
Collaboration Fund
Aside from strengthening ties between Canada and Germany, the GCCIR
also works together with SMEs, research institutions, and academic
networks in the European Union, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, the United
Kingdom, and Canada to advance existing partnerships and connections,
and to help forge new opportunities for research and innovative, joint
technology development.
Building on the success of the Alberta-Germany Collaboration Fund for
Product Development and Commercialization (established in 2012) and
the Alberta-Canada-France Collaboration Fund for Joint R&D Projects
(established in 2015), the GCCIR and the Alberta Government’s Ministry
of Economic Development and Trade introduced the Alberta-Europe
Technology Collaboration Fund in 2018. In Alberta, the program is delivered
by the GCCIR. In Europe, participants may reach out to funding agencies in
their respective jurisdictions for support.

Goals
The goal of the program is to help participants become more globally
competitive by developing innovative technologies and research-based
alliances with the potential to foster economic growth. Further goals
include:
• Connecting industry players and researchers across multiple 			
jurisdictions;
• Developing new models of collaboration between Alberta and Europe
that leverage key research and technology capabilities, address 		
common priorities, and accelerate the commercialization of technology;
and
• Launching revolutionary product development and commercialization
projects, that aim to bring new products and services to market, and 		
deliver economic benefits to citizens in both jurisdictions.
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Who can apply?
Albertan small and medium-sized enterprises (1 to 499 employees and
less than $50 million in gross annual revenue) are welcome to apply to
the Alberta-Europe Collaboration Fund. European partners can be small
or medium-sized enterprises, as well as larger companies or independent
research institutions. All proposals to the programs must involve an industry
partner from each jurisdiction (i.e. Alberta and Europe) with an interest
in commercialization. Research organisations and university institutes are
welcome to participate as additional project partners. European SMEs may
apply for approximately matching funding in their respective jurisdictions.

Project selection criteria
Calls are open to projects focusing on developing innovative products,
technology-based services, or methods in all technological and application
areas that have strong market potential. GCCIR funding is intended to
support pre-commercial activities. As such, eligible projects can
be in any of the following stages:
•

Applied research and development

•

Prototype development

•

Technology demonstration

•

Product development

•

Proof of concept
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Funding

Matchmaking Symposia in Europe

At present, the maximum GCCIR contribution to a given project is $250,000
CAD. These funds would be granted to the Albertan applicant. The Albertan
company is required to match GCCIR funding through a combination of cash
and in-kind contributions. Funding for the European partner may be applied
for through an appropriate agency in their jurisdiction. The GCCIR team can
provide information on European funding options available to partnering
companies, and can guide companies to appropriate contacts for further
assistance. Should the European company be too large to be eligible for
funding, then the requirement for their participation in the project would
be to match the funding contributed by the GCCIR.

The GCCIR organizes regular matchmaking missions to Europe, where
Albertan companies can meet potential European collaborators. The
missions usually take place in November and have a duration of one and
a half to two weeks. The goal of the matchmaking missions is for Albertan
companies to find one or more European partner(s), with whom they can
apply to the Alberta-Europe Technology Collaboration Fund.

The GCCIR is also member of the IraSME network (a global network of
ministries and funding agencies), which provides a unique tool to advise on
funding opportunities and benefits the GCCIR in matchmaking missions to
Europe.

“Thanks to the attractive GCCIR Matchmaking Trip and the AlbertaGermany Collaboration Fund, we gained valuable contacts and access to
work collaboratively with experts in Germany. The outcomes of this GCCIR
project will benefit both Ceapro and the German partners, a perfect win –
win situation. This project was only possible because GCCIR did an excellent
job in facilitating the search for partners in Germany and in providing this
funding opportunity.”
Dr. Bernhard Seifried, Senior Scientist, Ceapro Inc. (2017)

“As a category creator in a rapidly developing market, Nanalysis expects to
be at the forefront of technology. The growth opportunities of our business
make R&D more of a priority than ever; programs like those administered
by the GCCIR are critical to maintaining our technological edge with ever
more daring developments.”
Bruce Lix, Director of Business Development, Nanalysis (2017)
“The GCCIR, through its French and German Matchmaking tours, helped
Boreal Laser to find European partners, and subsequently provided support
for two projects with Germany and one with France. We successfully
completed a collaborative project with a German laser manufacturer and
another with an environmental monitoring consortium led by a German
institute. Currently, we are working on a project with a French laser
company.”
Dr. John Tulip, Founder and CTO, Boreal Laser (2017)
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Munich train station,
Matchmaking Mission
2016

Visit to Minatec, Grenoble,
Matchmaking Mission
2016
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